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We hope you enjoy the esthetic look and temporary climate control that your PARTAYGARAGE Panels offer.
PARTAYGARAGE warranties materials and workmanship for 30 days after receipt. If you are not satisfied, return your
untrimmed door for a full refund (less applicable shipping charges) within the 30 day period. Panels with custom designs cannot
be returned. Liability will not exceed the cost of your Partay Products.
PARTAYGARAGE conditionally warranties materials and workmanship for one year after receipt. Warranty is valid only for
temporary, pedestrian use. If door has sustained physical damage due to vehicular traffic, hanging, swinging etc., warranty voids.
Any use of the PARTAY Panels outside of being placed as a temporary climate barrier allowing pedestrian traffic is at the
customer’s own risk.
Panels Are Not Flame Retardant!
Panels are not Scratch Proof to other Objects! They can pick up and drag particles/dirt etc. and scratch
objects/cars/furniture etc. If during handling a panel should fall drag etc. and possibly scratch or damage some object (car, bike,
furniture etc.) Stylish Put Aways is not liable for such damage. It is suggested not to handle panels with sensitive objects in the
way, when moving and mounting of the panels. Wing Nuts must secure panels once mounted and wing nuts must be used to
capture panels on storage hooks as well !
2 Storage mounts are designed to handle a maximum of 4 ½ panels. 3 Storage mounts must be used for additional panels with
a maximum storage of 6 ½ panels on the 3 mount hooks. Wing nuts must secure stored panels.

8. You must post and follow Instructions for Safe Use, available on the PARTAYGARAGE website, next
to the storage location of your door panels, or air conditioner or where a user(s) will best see.
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Panels are treated for UV resistance however they may slightly fade/discolor over time. When used temporarily and stored out of
the sunlight, their lifetime will be greatly increased. It is estimated that a slight yellowing and loss of clear sheen may not occur
until 5 to 7 years have passed. Panels will function for many years after that. Panels can be cleaned soap and water or with
cleaners such as 409, Windex or many equivalents.
10. Stylish Put Aways does not Warranty that PARTAY Panels are architecturally accepted by all neighborhood jurisdictions,
covenants etc. These jurisdictions/covenants generally apply to permanent structures. These panels are only to be used
temporarily, then stored away. Therefore, it is the opinion of Stylish Put Aways that PARTAY Panels fall into a category of
temporary lawn and garden fixtures to which such controls do not apply. This is only an opinion and one may choose to verify if
any limits do apply, for their respective neighborhoods. PARTAYGARAGE will not accept returns on grounds of architectural
control.
11. If activities such as playing basketball etc. may cause participants to come close to the mounting (protruding hanger bolts) when
jumping etc., the bolts must be protected with pad kits or the PARTAY Panels must be put in place. These precautions will
eliminate possibility of injury from protruding mounts.

HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT:
The user of the PARTAY GARAGE SYSTEM and any other PARTAY GARAGE ACCESSORIES (User) agrees to
hold seller, distributor, and manufacturer harmless from any loss, damage, injury or death that may occur as a result
of using the PARTAY DOOR SYSTEM. It is the intent of this agreement to protect the seller, distributor and
manufacturer from any liability or loss resulting from use of this PARTAY SYSTEM. User agrees to take full
responsibility for any loss resulting from the use of this PARTAY SYSTEM, DOORS, etc.
User agrees to read, follow the Instructions for Safe Use, and post them in the room(s) where the system is used. User
acknowledges acceptance of this agreement by opening the sealed boxes/containers containing the Door Panels and any
Assembly, Mounts, Wind Weight etc. kits. User may return the unopened and originally sealed boxes/containers if this
agreement is not acceptable to the user.

Questions or concerns?
PARTAYGARAGE
P.O. Box 79178
Houston, Texas 77279

Contact us @:
(713) 628 5554
e-mail:
info@partaygarage.com
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